Introduction
Threading is a protein structure prediction method to recognize the spatial fold of a query sequence. It is very * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
promising and practical, as demonstrated by its extensive applications in the widely watched Critical Assessment of Structure Predictions (CASP) tests (Koehl and Levitt, 1999; Marchler-Bauer et al., 1997) . Several knowledgebased energy functions have been employed in threading (Bryant and Lawrence, 1993; Godzik et al., 1992; Jones et al., 1992; Kocher et al., 1994; Miyazawa and Jernigan, 1996; Sippl, 1995) . These energy functions often work well in native threading (i.e. threading a query sequence on its host template structure), but each of them has some limitations in non-native threading (i.e. finding a protein structure in a template database that most closely resembles the native fold of a query sequence). It is not well understood why an energy function works in some cases but does not in others (Jones and Thornton, 1996; Smith et al., 1997) .
Instead of searching for an energy function of better performance, this paper takes a different route, i.e. to provide a quantitative analysis at the secondary structure level for understanding the mechanism and limitation of the discerning power of an energy function. For this purpose, we investigated the sequence-structure specificity of a knowledge based potential energy function used for protein fold recognition by applying it to threading at the level of secondary structures. The energy function has been applied to our tertiary level threading program PROSPECT (Xu et al., 1998) . It is comprised of a onebody energy or singleton component (representing the combined preference of secondary structure and solvent accessibility), a pairwise component (representing the contact preference between spatially close amino acids that are separated in the sequence), and a mutation energy component based on (Gonnet et al., 1992) . The form of this energy function is widely adopted in the threading community, and its parameters are similar to many other energy functions. Hence, it provides a representative set to study knowledge based energy functions in general. Other energy functions can be used and evaluated in a similar way.
The idea of using secondary structures as our probe is motivated in part by a recent study (Hu et al., 1997) indicating that there are regions in templates showing specificity in protein fold recognition at relatively short fragment size (15-20 amino acids). This work, in effect, suggests the usefulness of studying energy functions employed in threading at a more detailed level than the tertiary structure. In this paper, we will use secondary structures (α-helices and β-sheets), the fundamental building blocks of structure and energetics, as templates for sequence-structure (threading) alignment and apply the method to the boundaries of secondary structures and a recent experiment of context-dependent secondary structure formation. We will also show how alignments found to be energetically unfavorable during the secondary structure threading can be filtered out to reduce computation in tertiary threading.
There are several advantages in studying an energy function at the secondary structure level. Secondary structure threading can avoid some difficulties encountered in threading at the tertiary structure level, e.g. problems associated with modeling alignment gap penalties and the multitude of possible gapped alignments between a query sequence and a protein structure. Owing to the structural constraints, generally no gap occurs between two aligned secondary structures of α-helices and β-sheets in a structure alignment of two proteins of similar folds. Hence, we do not need to consider gaps in the secondary structure threading studied here. Assessing an energy function in tertiary structure threading also involves many factors other than the energy function itself. For example, sometimes several secondary structures of the template may be skipped (unaligned) in a sequence-structure alignment at the tertiary structure level, but which secondary structures to skip is difficult to identify. Furthermore, the unfavorable contribution to the fold recognition from some secondary structures can be balanced by the favorable contribution from some other secondary structures, and may not be detectable in a tertiary level threading. On the other hand, using an individual secondary structure as a template will provide more detailed and insightful information, and thus allow us to have a better assessment of the energy function and its parameterization.
It is helpful to define some terminology before presenting our study in detail. During a native threading (threading a query sequence onto each secondary structure in its host protein), the native position occurs when the sequence of a secondary structure is threaded onto its own secondary structure. The energy at the native position is termed the native energy. The structurally aligned position between two secondary structures occurs at the optimal structure-structure alignment, known a priori, between a pair of proteins having similar folds but dissimilar sequences. The energy of aligning the sequence of one protein onto a secondary structure of another protein having similar folds at the structurally aligned position is termed the aligned energy.
Systems and methods
This section introduces the database of templates and a test set of pairs of structurally aligned proteins, the secondary structure threading algorithm, and the components of the energy function (including optimization of the weights between the energy components).
Database
A database of representative protein structures is employed for the secondary structure threading where the sequence is the host protein of the secondary structure being threaded. We adopted the unique three-dimensional protein structures database derived by Fischer et al. (1996) . This database consists of 301 distinct and representative structures. We removed five highly uncompact structures (PDB codes 1mec4, 1mypa, 1scma, 2plv4, and 2spca), and three entries which are theoretical models or derived from electron cryo-microscopy (PDB codes 1br d, 1bst, and 1g f 1). The first four letters of an entry represent the code used in the Brookhaven Protein Data Bank (PDB) (Bernstein et al., 1977) , while the fifth letter, if any, indicates the chain name. The 293 protein folds are used for the secondary structure threading.
The 68 pairs of known structure alignments of proteins with similar folds but dissimilar sequences suggested by Fischer et al. (1996) are also employed. The alignment between secondary structures in a pair is calculated by the program SARF , which found 691 pairs of aligned secondary structures. It should be mentioned that the sequence-structure specificity of these 68 pairs was investigated at the level of tertiary structure in Zhang et al. (1997) .
Secondary structure threading
There are several differences between secondary structure threading and tertiary level threading:
(1) secondary structure threading uses an individual secondary structure, rather than a whole protein or a protein domain, as a structure template (2) unlike tertiary structure threading, where all interactions are within the template, secondary structure threading involves interactions between the secondary structure template and its surrounding environment (3) no alignment gap is considered in secondary structure threading.
Let us consider a case of threading a sequence s with l residues onto a secondary structure τ containing n residues in a template t. Let τ m denote the native residue of τ on the mth position in τ (m = 1, 2, . . . , n). Let s k+m denote the residue of s aligned to the mth position in τ , where k is the alignment position of τ on s (k = 0, 1, 2, . . . , l − n). There are three components of our knowledge based energy function: E mutate , E single , and E pair . The mutation energy E mutate of the kth alignment between τ and s is:
where type(.) denotes the amino acid type of (.) and e mutate (i, j) is the compatibility of substituting amino acid type i by amino acid type j (i, j = 0, 1, . . . , 19) in evolution. We adopted the substitution matrix described in Gonnet et al. (1992) .
The singleton energy E single is determined from e single (i, ss, sol) , a precomputed look-up table (Xu et al., 1998) which describes the energy or preference when a sequence amino acid (of type i) (i = 0, 1, . . . , 19) is threaded onto a template position having secondary structure type ss (ss = helix, sheet, loop) and solvent accessibility type sol (sol = buried, intermediate, exposed). The secondary structures of each protein are assigned by the DSSP package (Kabsch and Sander, 1983 ). The solvent accessibility, which is defined as the percentage of exposed solvent accessible surface area of the side chain of a residue, is calculated by the program ACCESS (Hubbard, 1992) . Using the amino acid type in s, the known secondary structure type of τ (denoted as ss 0 ), and the solvent accessibility of τ m (denoted as sol(.)), the singleton energy of the kth alignment between τ and s is:
E pair is an energy function that describes the preference of a sequence segment for being threaded onto a particular secondary structure based on interactions between the amino acids in the rest of the host protein that are spatially close to the amino acids in the secondary structure. We excluded any interaction between residues within a secondary structure with the additional restriction that the pair is separated by at least three positions in the host protein's sequence. We assume that residue τ m has d m neighbor residues t m,q (q = 1, 2, . . . , d m ) whose C β atoms are closer than 7.0Å from C β of τ m . The pairwise energy is:
where t m,q → s m,q represents that the residue at the position t m,q in t is substituted by a residue in s, determined by the optimal structure alignment, known a priori, between s and t. e pair (i, j) describes the contact preference between an amino acid of type i and a spatially close amino acid of type j, and is evaluated using the frequency of the inter-residue pairs in the template database with the cut-off distance of 7.0Å between C β atoms (Alexandrov, 1996; Xu et al., 1998) .
Optimization of the energy function
To achieve the best performance of the secondary structure threading, we allow different weights for the energy terms, i.e.
where a and b are two parameters to be determined by minimizing the average z-score † of the aligned energy in the threading of 403 pairs of aligned secondary structures that have six amino acids or more. To find the optimal values of a and b, we first used crude grids, and then, we gradually used fine grids until the accuracy of 0.01 for a and b was reached, leading to the values
Results
In this section, we will present the results of some native threadings, and show the relationship between the native energy and the aligned energy. We will then compare the threading performance of different combinations of energy terms. The specificity of our energy function will be tested on the boundaries of a secondary structure and a recent experiment of secondary structure formation.
Finally, we will demonstrate how secondary structure threading can help tertiary level threading by filtering out energetically unfavorable alignments.
Native secondary structure threading Figure 1 shows an example of threading a sequence onto a secondary structure of type α-helix having 15 amino acids in its host protein (mandelate racemase, PDB code 2mnr). In this case, the native energy is negative and is the minimum for singleton, pairwise, and the sum of the two, as shown in Figures 1(a) -(c). The z-score of the native energy is also significantly low (z = −3.37 for the singleton, z = −3.19 for the pairwise, and z = −3.77 for the sum). The distribution of the sum [Figure 1(d)] shows that the native energy is far away from the average † For the energy E resulting from a particular alignment between a secondary structure and a sequence, z-score of E is defined as z = (E −Ē)/σ , whereĒ and σ are, respectively, the average and the standard deviation of the energy distribution resulting from all possible alignments (without gap) between the sequence and the template secondary structure (Flockner et al., 1995) . energy and the difference between the native energy and the second lowest energy is substantial. All these suggest that the energy function is powerful in this particular case to differentiate between the native alignment and others. The majority of secondary structures have energetically favorable negative native energies with z-scores around or smaller than −2.0. Also the average energy in the whole secondary structure threading is mostly positive. This means that the energies of all the alignments other than the native positions are mostly unfavorable. However, not all the cases are as ideal as the example in Figure 1 . In fact, most singleton energies and pairwise energies do not have the lowest energies at the native positions. In addition, 725 (15.1%) out of the total number of secondary structures in the database (4790) have positive native singleton energies, and 926 (19.3%) have positive native pairwise energies. Some positive native pairwise energies are expected, since the packing between residues in proteins sometimes may not be represented well by the distances between C β atoms given the flexibility of sidechains. The reasons for positive native singleton energies are more complicated, and will be considered in the Discussion. The z-score of the native energy is strongly correlated with the native energy itself (the correlation coefficient is 82.1% for the singleton, 81.1% for the pairwise, and 83.6% for the sum of the two), indicating that if the native energy is unfavorable (E > 0), the ranking of the native energy among the energies of all possible alignments is probably poor. Figure 2 shows the average native energy and the zscore of the native energy for all the secondary structures of length n ≤ 25 in our database (we exclude secondary structures with n > 25, since only 42 out 4790 secondary structures have lengths exceeding 25 amino acids). The figure indicates that even secondary structures as small as n = 2 can contribute to the recognition of their native positions (negative in both the native energy and the zscore). The figure also shows that as the length of the The average native energy (a) and the z-score of the native energy (b) given a particular secondary structure length versus the length of secondary structure (solid curve, singleton energy; dashed curve, pairwise energy; dotted curve, the sum of the two).
secondary structure becomes longer and longer, more and more power for recognizing the native positions is gained. As n ≥ 6, z < −1.5 for the native singleton and pairwise energies.
Relationship between native energy and aligned energy
We employed the known structure alignments of the secondary structures in the 68 protein pairs with similar folds but dissimilar sequences to investigate the relationship between the native energy and the aligned energy. Tables 1  and 2 compare the three types of energies in terms of their roles in threading. Our calculation indicates that the correlation between the native energy and the aligned energy is weak for the mutation energy. This is expected since threading deals with the 'twilight zone' in terms of sequence identity. On the other hand, adding the mutation energy is very helpful to threading in many cases. The correlation between the native energy and the aligned energy is very strong for the singleton energy. As a trend, the value of the singleton energy preserves much better from the native energy to the aligned energy than the mutation energy does. On the other hand, the singleton energy alone does not outperform the mutation energy. This is probably due to the unfavorable native singleton energy, as described above. Three of the 68 protein pairs have both positive native singleton energy and positive aligned singleton energy. Among them, 1hi p-2hi pa and 1isua-2hi pa all involve iron-sulfur clusters, which are neglected in the calculation of solvent accessibilities. The other pair is 2om f -2 por, both of which are integral membrane protein porin. The correlation between the native energy A comparison between three types of energies for the secondary structure threading in the 68 structurally aligned pairs. 'Distribution' shows the percentage distribution in four combinations of the native energy (E native ) and the z-score of the aligned energy (z align ) for the 691 aligned secondary structure pairs. (+, +), (−, −), (+, −), and (−, +) represent the four possibilities of (E native ≥ 0, z align ≥ 0), (E native < 0, z align < 0), (E native ≥ 0, z align < 0), and (E native < 0, z align ≥ 0). 'Correlation' gives the correlation coefficient between the aligned energy contribution from all the secondary structures in a protein and the corresponding native energy (for the 68 structurally aligned pairs).
and aligned energy for the 68 protein pairs is also stronger for the pairwise energy than for the mutation energy. One interesting feature revealed in Table 2 is that in all the combinations of energy terms, α-helices always outperform β-sheets in non-native threadings. It suggests that α-helices are more stable building blocks both in structure and during the evolution, which has evolved one sequence to another while keeping the same fold.
Application to context-dependent secondary structure
We carried out a case study for a recent experiment of context-dependent secondary structure formation (Minor The performance of different combination of energy terms for the 403 aligned secondary structures having six amino acids or more (169 α-helices and 234 β-sheets) in the 68 structurally aligned pairs. 'X' indicates 1 unit in weight. 'z-score' in the table shows the average z-score for α-helices, β-sheets, and both.
'Rank-10' shows the percentage occurrence that the energy function places the structural alignment within the 10 lowest energy among all possible alignments between the secondary structure and the protein sequence. The numbers in parentheses are the corresponding values for native threadings.
and Kim, 1996) . As shown in Figure 3 , a designed 11-amino-acid sequence (AWTVEKAFKTF) denoted by θ can replace a segment of the primary sequence of the IgGbinding domain of 'protein G' (56 amino acids, PDB code 2gb1 whose structure is denoted by t) on two locations without changing the fold of the protein (note: only one location in 2gb1 was replaced by θ at a time). θ forms an α-helix in one location but a β-sheet in another location. Unlike the secondary structure threading discussed above, now we thread θ on t to identify where θ fits best in t. Figures 3 (c) and (d) show the profiles of E single (i) and E pair (i), where i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 46) is the aligned position of θ on t from the beginning of the sequence of t (i is consistent with the residue number in the PDB). The E single (i) profile has favorable energy (E < 0) at both locations where the sequence replacement occurs in the experiment (i = 23 is the α-helix site, and i = 42 is the β-sheet site), while E pair (i) > 0 at i = 23 and E pair (i) < 0 at i = 42. When using the optimal energy E opt in equation (4) in conjunction with equation (5), the energies at i = 23 and i = 42 are the two most favorable points in the profile (see Figure 3(e) ).
To further understand the property of the sequences which can fit different locations in a structure, we carried out a random mutation study. Instead of using the designed 11-amino-acid sequence, we generated 10 10 random sequences with the length of 11 amino acids using the same frequencies (Creighton, 1993) found in protein sequence databases for the 20 amino acid types. Then we replaced each of the two locations in 2gb1 (i = 23 and i = 42) by the same randomly generated sequence, one at a time, and calculated the energies. We used equation (4) in conjunction with equation (5) to calculate the energies with the designed sequence AWTVEKAFKTF at the two locations, i.e. E 1 opt = −2.58 k B T at the site of i = 23 and E 2 opt = −3.56 k B T at the site of i = 42, and selected them to be the cut-off energies. Let E 1 (m) and E 2 (m) denote the energy calculated by equation (4) when each of the sites (i = 23, 42) is replaced, one at a time, by a mutated sequence m. Among the 10 10 random sequences, 1 940 690 sequences (with a probability of 1.9 × 10 −4 ) satisfy E 1 (m) ≤ E 1 opt , 75 559 sequences (with a probability of 7.6 × 10 −6 ) satisfy E 2 (m) ≤ E 2 opt , and only 29 sequences (with a probability of 2.9 × 10 −9 ) satisfy both conditions, as shown in Table 3 . There is no strong pattern among the mutated sequences that meet only one condition. However, when both conditions are satisfied, some positions have dominant amino acids, although none of the positions have conserved residues. The pattern can be summarized as XWXX{E,D}{E,D,K}XXK{K,R}{Y,F}, where X indicates no strong pattern at the position. Typically, a replacement from a non-dominant residue to a dominant one yields a lower energy of E 1 (m) + E 2 (m). Our method suggests a way to find even longer sequence segments to replace two or more different secondary structure sites in a protein, one at a time, while keeping the fold of the protein. The pattern summarized from randomly generated sequences with low energies basically matches the experimentally designed sequence, supporting the method used here. However, further biological evidences are needed to validate our computational results. Energy-optimal (kT) Energy-pair (kT) Fig. 3 . A sequence segment (AWTVEKAFKTF) threading on the structure of 2gb1. (a) Sequence of 2gb1 and its secondary structures (E stands for β-sheet and H for α-helix). The two frames illustrate the two positions where the sequence of 2gb1 is replaced by the sequence segment AWTVEKAFKTF, one at a time; (b) the structure of 2gb1 with the two positions of sequence replacement highlighted; (c) singleton energy profile of threading the sequence segment AWTVEKAFKTF onto the structure of 2gb1; (d) pairwise energy profile of the threading; (e) the profile of threading with the energy E opt in equation (4).
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Effect of offsetting of secondary structure boundaries
When two proteins having the similar fold are structurally aligned, the two aligned secondary structures can be offset with respect to their boundaries. This will occur when the secondary structures have different lengths, but may occur even if they have the same length. To assess the effect, we used the C-terminal end of an α-helix at residues 71-83 in 1l f b (template) given its optimal structural alignment with an α-helix (residues 42-53) in 1hom (query sequence) as follows:
ERQIKIWFQNRRmkk (sequence 1hom)
where the upper case letters are in the α-helix conformation in the PDB. We stretched or contracted by one to two residues at the C-terminal end of the α-helix in 1l f b. The residues lying in the stretched positions were assumed to be in the α-helix conformation for the energy calculation. We then calculated the energy using 10 8 randomly generated sequence segments on the stretched, unchanged, or contracted α-helix. Table 4 shows the energies and the number of randomly generated sequence segments with lower energies than the segment of the query sequence in 1hom. It is observed that shifting the C-terminal end of the α-helix in 1l f b by −1 (i.e. contracting by one residue) Mutated sequences and their energy components: mutation (E m ), singleton (E s ), pairwise within the segment (E pi ), pairwise between the segment and the rest of the protein (E pe ), the total at each location (E 1 for the α-helix site and E 2 for the β-sheet site). All the energies are in units of k B T and weighted according to equations (4) and (5). The last line shows the case using the designed sequence by (Minor and Kim, 1996) .
eliminates the offset and has the minimum number of randomly generated sequence segments with lower energies, or the highest sequence-structure specificity ‡ . Using the original α-helix template in PDB reduces the sequencestructure specificity (e.g. from 1.03 × 10 −3 to 4.15 × 10 −3 for singleton energy).
Alignment filtering in tertiary level threading
As shown above, the aligned singleton energy is highly correlated with the native singleton energy, in particular for the longer secondary structures. This suggests the possibility to use the secondary structures with N cut-off amino acids or more and favorable native singleton energy (E native single < 0) to filter out an alignment position on the query sequence that results in a significantly unfavorable singleton energy (i.e. E single > E s , where E s > 0). ‡ A detailed description on how to use the information to fine-tune the secondary structure boundaries will be described elsewhere.
To reduce the chance of missing any possible alignment positions, we also require the alignment position to have a significantly unfavorable mutation energy (i.e. E mutate > E m , where E m > 0) in order to remove it. The parameters used in our study are:
We will demonstrate in the following that filtering with the parameters above generally does not leave out the structurally aligned positions while speeding up our tertiary threading program PROSPECT significantly.
Figure 4(a) shows that all the 403 pairs of the aligned secondary structures having six residues or more, except for the six cases, satisfy equation (6) without even considering the condition E native single < 0. Among the six cases, two secondary structures have unfavorable native singleton energies. In the other four cases (1.0%), the structurally aligned positions defined by SARF will be 
( 1 267) Threading energies from stretching (+1 and +2) or contracting (−1 and −2) the C-terminal end of α-helix at residues 71-83 in 1l f b (template) given its optimal structural alignment with an α-helix in 1hom (query sequence). The numbers in parentheses show the number of randomly generated sequence segments (10 8 in total) with lower energies than the segment of the query sequence in 1hom. The values in bold show the correct boundary for the α-helix in the query sequence.
filtered out. Due to the unfavorable energies, none of the latter four structurally aligned positions is found in the tertiary level threading by PROSPECT without filtering. We compared the sequence-structure alignments using filtering with the ones without filtering by PROSPECT. Figure 4 (b) shows a comparison of the CPU times on a SUN workstation for 31 sequence-structure alignments, a subset of the 68 pairs of structurally aligned proteins described above (excluding those which run less than 0.1 s in the threading with filtering and those which are estimated to run more than 10 4 s in the threading without filtering). Most alignments saved significant amounts of computing time by using filtering, which excludes 30-50% of aligned positions. Nine out the 31 cases saved more than 90% of CPU time. In all the test cases, whether to use filtering or not does not change the final globally optimal alignments obtained by PROSPECT.
Discussion
Unfavorable singleton energy
About 15% of the secondary structures have positive singleton native energies. We have found at least four possible reasons. Some have been suggested in earlier studies. However, here we can provide a numerical analysis at a more detailed secondary structure level.
The first case, which is widely known, relates to the membrane proteins. We found that the singleton energy is mostly positive for the secondary structures that are in contact with membranes. Figure 5(a) shows an example that a secondary structure in 'bacteriochlorophyll a' protein (3bcl), which is a 'bag' of seven bacteriochlorophyll molecules. When we calculated the solvent accessibility, we assume that the center of the protein is filled with water, and this causes the discrepancy in the singleton energy. On the other hand, the pairwise energy is not affected, i.e. E pair < 0.
(a) (b) (c) (d)
Sequence number Sequence number Sequence number Sequence number The second case is where an unfavorable native energy component is compensated by other favorable components. Figure 5(b) shows an example of PDB 1hyp, where a positive native singleton energy is compensated by the highly favorable native pairwise energy, which is mostly contributed by the two disulfide bonds connecting to this secondary structure. The structurally unfavorable residues can be contained by the stability of the overall protein.
The third case is due to mutations of proteins. In the PDB, many proteins are not the native ones but mutants. For example, in PDB 1huw (human growth hormone mutant), a helix (residues 38-46 with sequence KEQIHSFWW), which was mutated from sequence KEQKYSFLQ, involves four mutations. As shown in Figure 5 (c), if we thread the mutated sequence of the protein onto the secondary structure in the 1huw template, the resulting native singleton energy (which occurs when KEQIHSFWW is aligned with itself) is unfavorable. However, if we thread the native (non-mutated) sequence onto the secondary structure, the singleton energy resulting from the alignment between the sequence KEQKYSFLQ and the template KEQIHSFWW is favorable. Therefore, it indicates that mutations in the PDB may decrease the performance of threading.
The last case, which is the most common problem to cause unfavorable native energy, is the oligomerization and binding of proteins. For example, the helix in 2wr pr (residues 35-42) is buried in the native dimer structure, but exposed in the single chain whose conformation is uncompact and unstable. As expected, Figure 5 (d) confirms that the native singleton energy is unfavorable if we use the solvent accessibility in the single chain conformation. But if the solvent accessibility derived from the dimer is employed, the native singleton energy reverses to be favorable.
The threading energy contributed from the secondary structures whose native singleton energies are unfavorable can be corrected in many cases. If a secondary structure belongs to a membrane protein, the portion which is embedded in the membrane should be treated as buried. If the fold of a chain is only stable in a complex or an oligomer or with non-amino acid chemicals, the protein environment of the chain yielding the stable conformation should be included when calculating the solvent accessibility.
Discerning power of knowledge based energy function
Our study has compared the properties of the different energy terms. The mutation energy presents high selectivity in some threadings while its performance varies substantially from case to case depending on the sequence identity. It indicates that sequence alignment alone for fold recognition in the 'twilight zone' of sequence identity works sometimes but is not reliable. The native singleton and pairwise energies, respectively, were found to be strongly correlated with the aligned energy, and the correlation does not result from sequence identity. The performance of the singleton energy for a secondary structure depends on whether the environment of the secondary structure is modeled correctly. The singleton energy and the pairwise energy are complementary to each other, and the combination of the two increases the threading performance significantly. By combining all three energy terms and optimizing their weights, we can rank the structurally aligned positions of about two-thirds of the secondary structures within the 10 lowest energies among all possible alignments between a secondary structure and a sequence of another protein having a similar fold.
Sequence-structure specificity can become blurred under the knowledge based energy function. Our study has shown that one secondary structure segment can accommodate different sequences and a sequence can fit different locations in a protein structure. For a segment of 11 residues, the probability is very low (estimated to be 2.9 × 10 −9 ). As the number of residues in the segment increases, the probability is expected to vanish. Hence, our study confirms that the sequence-structure specificity originates from local segments and is prevalent at the whole protein level. This in turn validates our method of studying the specificity of an energy function through threading at the secondary structure level.
Our study also shows some pitfalls of the knowledge based energy function. An incorrectly determined secondary structure boundary could reduce the discerning power of an energy function significantly. The performance of mutation energy heavily depends on the sequence identity between the query sequence and the target template. It is hard to tell whether an energy contributed from the mutation term is due to the true similarity or noise. Hence, a position-dependent sequence profile derived from the multiple sequence alignment to reduce noise may be very helpful. The performance of the singleton term depends on whether the environment is modeled properly, as addressed above. The problem of the pairwise energy is probably more intrinsic, since the correct alignment tends to have a favorable pairwise energy statistically, but may not have the lowest energy even if the interacting environment is set correctly. This may explain why in many threadings, the alignment of the sequence onto the protein template is often inaccurate although the correct fold is picked.
Limitations
The major limitation of secondary structure threading is that its statistical significance is not as good as tertiary level threading, as indicated by a typical smaller absolute value of z-scores, due to smaller sizes (number of amino acids) of secondary structures. Individual secondary structure threading is subjected to bigger noise resulting from statistical fluctuation. Nevertheless, statistics on many secondary structure threadings are meaningful to reflect the overall trend.
Summary
Our study to assess the protein sequence-structure specificity of a knowledge based energy function gives insight into the mechanism of fold recognition on a small scale, i.e. at the secondary structure level (typically having 2-25 amino acids). While some of our results may be intuitive and known within the threading community, we are identifying the fundamental source of these problems through numerical evidence and statistics. Our study gives quantitative measurement of the discerning power and the limitation of knowledge based energy functions at the secondary structure level. It also sheds some light on the quantitative relationship between the contribution of the native energy and the aligned energy. The methodology proposed here provides a systematic tool to assess and improve the sequence-structure specificity of a widely used knowledge based energy function. It should be mentioned that in a separate study, we have applied the secondary structure threading method to test the sequence-structure specificity of a van der Waals energy function employed in threading. We have shown how the secondary structure threading can be used to automatically filter out energetically unfavorable alignments in tertiary level threading. Since secondary structures are the key units in many tertiary level threading programs, the method can be employed directly not only in PROSPECT, but also in some other threading programs to significantly reduce the computing time and the memory requirement while generally keeping the results intact.
